
Student Advising Survey - Summer Semester 2024

This student feedback will be forwarded to and discussed with the advisors. The survey will be
conducted after registration closes for the fall 2024 semester, and every semester thereafter.

21 of 126 students completed the advising survey in June for the 2024 summer semester. Of
those students, 18 were returning students, with 3 new or transfer students.

All the students have declared a major.

71% of the students met with their advisor 3 or more times during the previous semester (14%
of the students met with their advisor more than 5 times, 57% of the students met with their
advisor 3-5 times, 29% met with their advisor less than three times the previous semester).

86% said their advisor was available to them during registration.

71% of the students created a plan of study with their advisor.

81% of students agreed or strongly agreed1 their advisor was available during posted office
hours.

95% of students agreed or strongly agreed their advisor acted in a professional & ethical
manner.

91% of students agreed or strongly agreed their advisor was knowledgeable about course
offerings and graduation requirements.

76% of students agreed or strongly agreed they are able to keep on track with their program of
study to graduate in a timely manner.

81% of students agreed or strongly agreed their advisor was well-prepared and they were not
rushed during meeting times.

The majority of the students were satisfied with their advisors according to the survey.

When asked, “What do you think is going well with your advising (or advisor)?” students
responded…
The communication

They help me when they can.

xxx is a good listener and xxx advising is good

xxx is very helpful and knowledgeable about courses here and has many contacts at other
colleges to help me transfer when the time comes.

Everything is simple and straightforward

Good teacher and explains it better

1 On a 5-point scale (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree).
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Communication

Getting registered

Professional & Encouraging

Well some are willing to work with you but some rush and it become complicated

Communication etc.

I haven't actually met my advisor. It was another teacher in the same department that helped
me figure out my classes or xxx may be an advisor too not sure...

Planning course of study & making sure degree requirements are met

Communicating well and asking for assistance when I needed to.

Keeping me on track for plan of study. xxx made a way for me to take independent classes so I
can graduate without coming back to finish.

Everything

The help and motivation

Knows what classes that needed and not needed getting the important classes first

What suggestions do you have that will improve your advising?

I wish xxx would answer emails, when I have an important question I don’t know any other way
to get ahold of xxx.

None xxx is doing great

Making sure my classes with transfer

That they have staff at the building you can never get ahold of anyone after 1pm it makes it
difficult to meet with some instructors, or book stores or offices that you may need to contact
phone system is not good can never get through.

None, can't think of any.

The faculty and everyone is helpful either way I get help so everything is good here.

Finding classes that may not conflict with my course.
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